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1.1 Introduction 

Sekondi sub-metro which functions as the Administrative capital of STMA is the oldest among the four sub-metros 

in the Metropolis. Over the years the sub-metro has experienced a decline in its growth as far as economic, social 

and infrastructure is concerned. The coastline which should have been an attraction for tourists and holiday 

makers has now become the convenience spot for open defecation for the low income communities. 

Maintenance of public infrastructure has been poor with many of such facilities almost at the brink of collapse. 

Some Government owned properties/offices are derelict, under-utilized whiles others are completely abandoned 

occupying large tracts of prime land with the township. 

Sekondi though has huge growth potentials. Recently, the rail sector has seen some investments leading to a 

considerable revamp in the rail lines with a rail terminal being developed at the Sekondi European town. The 

development of the sub-metro will require strategic development framework in all facets with a capable 

institutional setup spearheading the process.   

It is against this background that the sub-metro plan is being prepared. The plan, which is a subset of the structure 

plan for the Metropolis prepared in 2012, will seek to define a development agenda for Sekondi over the next 10 

years. It will integrate the core aspects of the spatial system that will transform and sustain the growth agenda 

for the Sekondi-Takoradi Metropolis. 
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2.0 IMPERATIVES FOR SUB-METRO PLAN 
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2.1 National Imperatives in relation to the Sekondi Sub-Metro 

The New national growth agenda presents STMA with the opportunity to out stage several cities along the coastal 

stretch of Ghana competing with Accra, Tema and Kumasi for national and international investments. The 

Metropolis becomes the ideal location to serve as the transit point for growing urban cities – thus the westwards 

cities of Freetown, Monrovia and Abidjan; the Eastwards cities of Lagos, Cotonou, Lome and Accra as well as the 

Northwards cities of Niamey, Bamako, Ouagadougou Tamale and Kumasi (See Figure 1). 

Sekondi sub metro will support STMA to respond to the new national imperatives by positioning itself to become 

the administrative capital of the Metropolis through the increasing land supply for administrative functions. This 

will attract investment from both public and private sectors into the sub-metro.  

The promotion and sustained investment in agriculture and agro processing industrial setups in the other sub-

metros will provide a boost to commerce in the sub-metro. In the short to long term, investments in agriculture 

and agro-processing will directly provide jobs for many and also provide a regular supply of farm produces as well 

as processed foods to markets.  

Figure 1: Strategic Location of STMA on the ECOWAS travel pattern 
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Again, the ongoing expansion of the Bosomtwi Sam fishing habour will enhance the economic prospects of the 

Sub-metro. 

Sekondi also positions itself to national rapid economic transformation through tourism as a mean of diversifying 

the economy from the traditional base. In partnership with the private sector, the decay of the colonial structures 

at European town can be reversed and transformed into a heritage site which also adds to the investment 

portfolios of the Sekondi Sub-metro. 

The development in rail with a terminal in the heart of European town also bodes well for accelerated economic 

growth. The railway revamp programme provides an opportunity for private investments in the sub-metro in the 

areas of tourism, administration, commerce and related economic activities. 
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3.0 CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNIES FOR GROWTH 
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3.1 Challenges for Growth 

 

3.1.1 Conflicting Land Uses 

The prisons facilities [male and female; and staff quarters] located along the spine of the Sekondi –Takoradi road 

has become isolated within a growing urban space as shown in Figure 2. The prison is situated on prime areas of 

the Administrative district required for socio-economic investment and thus must be relocated. Similarly, the 

potential tourism enclave at European Town is in conflict with the naval security cordon. Again, a growing informal 

economy along the fringes of the Essei lagoon catchment has become a potential threat to the biodiversity of the 

lagoon. 

 

3.1.2 Waste Management  

Managing waste is a challenge in the Metropolis and Sekondi sub-metro is no exception. Low income communities 

such as Portions of Sekondi, Bakakyir, Essaman, Ekuase, and Nkotompo do not have 100 percent access to toilet 

facilities and also are not eligible for house to house refuse collection. Some residents of the coastal communities 

practice open defecation along the coast. Solid waste collection is by the communal skip container system though 

refuse is often times not collected at the scheduled collection time. As a result, some residence prefer to engage 

in open dumping of refuse. This is a practice which is environmentally degrading with high social cost especially 

during flooding resulting from choked drains [see Figure 3].  

 

3.1.3 Environmental Concerns. 

Open defecation along the coastline of the Sub-Metro from Nkotompo to Sekondi create a major concern for the 

environment as well as any potential leisure investment along the coast. Also, the Essei lagoon is gradually losing 

its reservation as a result of encroachment by squatters (mechanics, churches, chop bar operators, wood 

workers, etc. [see Figure 4]. 
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3.1.4 Security and Firefighting concerns  

General security/policing in the Sekondi sub-metro is satisfactory. However, the distribution of policing facilities 

are skewed towards the Sekondi zone and Adiembra/Kweikuma area. The coastal communities (i.e. Nkotompo, 

Ekuase, and Essaman) lack police posts to improve security in these zones. The location of the Fire Station is not 

ideal for easy and efficient operations in case of emergency. The market and other populated areas [Sekondi 

Township, Bakakyir, of the sub-metro lack a fire station [see figure 5]. 

 

3.1.5 Defunct Government Buildings/Offices 

Prime lands in Sekondi sub-metro are characterized by government offices/structures that are either vacant or 

underutilized. Most of these structures occupy huge acres of space [see Figure 6]. These offices/structures include 

the Waste management office and Urban Roads Department located along the STMA road and the PWD offices 

located adjacent the RCC offices. Consolidating these structures are critical to the success of the sub-metro plan. 

 

Public Works Department PWD 
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3.1.6 An Ailing Sekondi Market 

Most Communities in Sekondi Sub-Metro and Essikado-Ketan sub-metro rely on the Sekondi market for perishable 

goods. Over the years, little or no infrastructural investments, have been undertaken thus rendering the market 

innefecitve. The market is characterized by weak sheds, pot holes, choked drains, congestion, etc. the demand 

for market spaces has exceeded the capacity of the market infrastructure. During market days [Tuesdays] the 

market is heavily congested. As a result, adjoining access routes and beach front are taken over by traders. 

Similarly, the growing vehicle population has exceeded the space allocation for the terminal and hence 

comp0unded the congestion crises within the market [see Figure 7]. 

Sekondi Market and Lorry Terminal 
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3.1.7 Unplanned Informal Economy 

The need to re-orient the planning process to address the need of the informal economy is critical. The informal 

sector are an integral part of the local economy. Presently, the situation in the Sekondi sub-metro is far from ideal. 

There is no allocation of space for the activities of the light industrial workers. As a result, there are a number of 

mechanic/fitting shops operating at illegal areas especially along the catchment of the Essei lagoon. The area for 

the Sekondi “Kokompe” though unauthorized, can be efficiently serviced and allocated for the mechanics in the 

sub-metro. This will help decongest Sekondi sub-metro of unauthorized mechanic shops scattered around as well 

as improve the revenue base of the sub-metro. A well-functioning Sekondi kokompe can complement the 

activities of the Takoradi Kokompe. 
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The growth of the second-hand sales outlets is becoming an increasing concern within the sub metro. There are 

a number of such outlets along the STMA road, the Fijai by-pass and the Effiakwanta Hospital intersection [see 

Figure 8 below] incorporating them into the overall scheme is vital for the success of the plan. 

Second-Hand Sales Points 

  

 

3.1.8 Accessibility in Residential Neighborhoods 

The primary/arterial roads in Sekondi Sub-Metro are in good condition with minimal traffic congestion. However, 

access roads in communities like Kweikuma, Adiembra, Nkotompo, Ekuase, Essaman and Bakado are not in good 

shape. The roads are characterized by pot holes, eroded shoulders, with some not tarred at all affecting vehicular 

movement within these neighborhoods  [see figure 9a and 9b]. 
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3.1.9 Decaying Cultural Heritage of Sekondi  

Sekondi European town has clusters of Buildings of Historical significance. Over the years, there has been little or 

no effort by stakeholders to conserve these heritage buildings. As a result, the structures are decaying and falling 

apart brick by brick. Also, the Centre for National Culture located on the Fijai bypass is now a white elephant. The 

facility is underutilized and presently accommodates some religious activities. [See figure 10]. 

Some colonial buildings at European Town 

  

The less functional Centre for National Culture, Sekondi now serving as a Church
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3.1.10 Blighted Communities 

There are a number of communities that require upgrading. These include, Bakado, Nkotompo, Essaman, Ekuase 

Sekondi and European town [see Figure 11]. These do not have engineered drains. Also, public toilet facilities are 

inadequate resulting in the practice of open defecation especially along the beach road. Internal access roads are 

not properly developed. The few paved ones are characterized by pot holes and eroded shoulders. The growth 

of the migrant slum dwellings [kiosks and containers] adjacent the Sekondi Railway Terminal is an eye-saw within 

the urban landscape and requires demolishing immediately. 

A growing Slum in the Sekondi European Town 
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3.1.11 Street Lighting 

Though there are street lights along most of the arterial roads [Sekondi Beach Road, STMA road, etc], the 

situation within some residential neighborhoods is not satisfactory. During the evenings, these areas are relatively 

darker and become potential spots for crime. Residential neighborhoods such as Kweikuma, Adiembra and 

Bakakyir are most affected [see Figure 12]. 
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4.1 Vision Statement and Objectives for Growth 

Sekondi will begin to enhance its status as the administrative and tourism anchor of STMA with a growing dynamism in 

the provision of socio-political facilities/services while preserving its rich cultural heritage. Over the next 10 to 15 years, 

Sekondi Sub-Metro would have been rejuvenated to align itself with the broader vision of STMA thus “to become a livable 

African City” within the ECOWAS sub region. Focus on Tourism, service provision, infrastructure upgrading and 

restoration of ecological systems will be the new growth agenda. 

 

4.2 Objectives of the Sekondi Sub-Metro Plan 

The overall objective to achieve this vision is – to prepare a detailed land use plan to guide the growth of the Sekondi 

Sub-metro to become an administrative centre of STMA highlighting its strengths as growth points to support the 

development agenda of STMA at large.  

The objectives that define the vision of the Sekondi Sub-Metro plans are as follows: 

[1] To enhance local commerce through strategic interventions hinged on the emerging new opportunities in a 

manner that will sustain the local economic base  

[2] To promote efficient land management to respond to the requirements of a new administrative capital and 

complimentary activities 

[3] To provide progressive standards of infrastructure upgrading that will form the bedrock for an administrative and 

functions as well as tourism/heritage site in Metropolis.  

[4] To promote best ecological management practices that will ensure a balanced environmental economy in the 

Sub-Metro and the Metropolis in a manner that supports the growth of tourism of Sekondi as a heritage site and 

sustainable environmental restoration. 

[5] To promote leisure and recreation by regenerating targeted neighborhood parks and spaces within the sub-metro 

to meet the aspirations of local and international tourists.  

[6] To strengthen the existing institutional setup in a manner that will provide adequate capacity to plan implement 

and manage Sekondi sub metro as the administrative and heritage/tourism centre of the Metropolis. 
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5.1 Strategies in Support of Objectives of the Sub-Metro Plan 

The following are the strategies in support of the objectives: 

 

5.1.1 Strategy for Objective No. 1 – Enhance the Local Economy 

The strategies in support of an enhanced local economy include the following: 

1. Enhance the status of the Sekondi market to respond positively to growing demand for commercial space for 

current and future requirements. 

2. Draw up a framework to guide the growth of the Sekondi market for the plan period. 

3. Plan for future infrastructural requirement for an upscale expansion of the Takoradi Harbour. 

4. Provide a framework to organize and incorporate the informal sector into the urban space to legitimize their 

activities and increase revenue base. 

 

5.1.2 Strategy for objective No. 1 – Sustainable Land Management  

The strategies in support sustainable land management include the following: 

1. Rationalize the existing land use structure with the view of making it more responsive to the new spatial growth 

agenda for the sub metro. 

2. Identify all unencumbered lands within the urban space as part of a broader strategy to increase land supply for 

public-private investments. 

3. Provide a framework for comprehensive redevelopment of all government owned derelict, under-utilized, 

abandoned properties as means of increasing land supply for administrative and related functions. 

4. Identify all land requirements for “public interest” investments such as cemeteries, prisons/police services etc. 

and facilitate acquisition and protection of such lands.  

5. Strengthen the capacity of the sub-metro planning unit to effectively manage land resources and safeguard public 

spaces in line with the socio-cultural transformation of the sub-metro. 
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5.1.3 Strategy for objective No. 2 – Enhanced Infrastructure and Social Services 

The strategies in support Enhanced Infrastructure and Social Services include the following: 

1. Enhance the provision of basic infrastructure to meet existing backlog and also meet the anticipated 

requirements [water, electricity, solid and liquid waste management, etc.] 

2. Promote measures including incentive package for private investment participation in delivery of infrastructure 

and social services 

3. Ensure the availability of prime lands for new investments in infrastructure and other social services/facilities. 

4. Create sufficient capacity to plan for new social services and also to operate and maintain existing new 

investments.  

 

5.1.4 Strategy for objective No. 3 – Enhanced Environmental Management Practices 

The strategies in support Enhanced Environmental Management Practices include the following: 

1. Promote a bottom-up approach to environmental management, utilizing tools and expertise of NGOs to 

strengthen early warning indication and enforcement machinery.  

2. Protect the entire ecological basin of water bodies that traverse the sub-metro  

 

5.1.5 Strategy for objective No. 4 – Leisure and Tourism  

The strategies in support Leisure and Tourism include the following: 

1. Establish a framework to pro-actively manage the conservation assets of the Metropolis – forts, historical sites, 

cemeteries, buildings of historical importance, ecological features, etc. 

2. Rehabilitate and preserve all colonial structures to transform European Town into a heritage site to attract local 

and international tourists. 

3. Promote targeted provision of allied services and infrastructure especially in the hospitality industry and craft to 

support the growth of the sub metro as a heritage site. 

4. Ensure the rehabilitation and efficient management of the Centre for National Cultural auditorium at Fijai to 

attract programmes and exhibition especially in cultural and creative art industry. 
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5.1.6 Strategy for objective No. 5 – Institutional Arrangement for Plan Implementation 

The strategies in support of Institutional Arrangement for Plan Implementation include the following: 

1. Strengthen the existing structures of the Sub Metro departments and the Metropolitan Assembly for the core 

functions of the sub metro planning and administration. 

2. Increase public participation in plan management and plan implementation.  

3. Strengthen the capacity of the Sub-Metros and lower-order administrative units of the STMA to respond to new 

challenges of spatial planning. 

4. Ensure the participation of the private sector entities in fucntions of the Sub-Metro that can be delegated to the 

private sector and thereby indirectly increase the capacity of the sub-metro/Assembly units to deal with the 

unassignable functions. 
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6.1 Alternative Concepts 

Two concepts for the growth of the sub-metro are proposed and evaluated below. 

 

a. Option One – The Administrative Growth Concept 

Option one [see Figure 13] focuses on concentrating administrative functions of the Metropolis within the administrative 

capital of Sekondi Sub-Metro. It is coupled with the regenerated commercial center at ‘Komfoase’ to boost trading 

activities. The idea is to have a spatial structure that is responsive to the Structure plan of STMA by becoming the 

administrative zone. It is based on this growth concept that investments. Underutilized government properties and 

offices will be consolidated into high rise office buildings to free prime lands for related investment opportunities. The 

expansion of Sekondi market centre to enhance the economic prospects of the sub-metro is also a priority in this growth 

concept. 

Merits  

1. Option one [1] promotes the agglomeration of land use functions within the Metropolis where administrative 

functions which were scattered all around the Metropolis are now consolidated into Sekondi Sub-Metro.  

2. Option one [1] also makes it viable for prime lands with non-conforming uses [i.e. the prisons located adjacent the 

STMA offices] to be rezoned into Civic and Cultural uses as well as intensifying the uses of other redundant 

government properties. 

3. Utility and other infrastructure demands for Administrative functions are not as huge as the requirements for 

Industry and urban agriculture and commerce. 

4. This concept also presents the need to regenerate existing random administrative buildings within the Sub-Metro. 

Demerits  

1. Sole focus on an administrative concept could lead to the neglect of heritage buildings at European town. The 

focus on preserving these historic monuments could be eroded and the heritage qualities of the European town 

may be lost. 

2. Promoting Sekondi as an administrative hub creates an avenue for reduced interests in the Bosomtwi Sam fishing 

Harbour which is a critical impetus in the growth of the Sekondi. 

3. The employment quotient is relatively low for this growth concept for the Sekondi sub-metro. 
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FIG. 13 - OPTION 1 - ADMINISTRATION GROWTH CONCEPT
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4. There is a high tendency of traffic congestion within the administrative enclave which will be a nuisance to the 

residence of Sekondi. The existing road network at the area does not support the anticipated high volumes of 

traffic on the roads on daily basis and thus steps at upgrading the existing network must be considered. 

 

b. Option Two – Administration and Tourism Led Growth Concept 

Option two [see Figure 14] focuses on not only promoting the Sekondi sub-metro as an Administrative capital of 

the Metropolis but also promotes in addition, the growth of a tourism/heritage site at European Town where lots 

of colonial structures are left in ruins. The growth of the sekondi market at Komfaose is also considered as key 

part of the revival of sub-metro in the short to long term. Similar to option one, redundant and underutilized 

government offices and structures/properties will be consolidated into high rise office blocks to make available 

prime lands for future investments. 

Merits 

1. This concept provides a good chance of preserving the heritage site of the Sekondi Sub-Metro with the potential 

of attracting both national and international tourists. 

2. Administration and Tourism are complementary uses. Due to the proximity of the Administrative and Tourism 

sectors, the development of the infrastructure [i.e. road, water, electricity, etc.] in the administrative sector will 

benefit the tourism sector. 

3. A tourism sector if properly developed and managed has high employment generation potential that could boost 

the local economy. 

4. Option two also responds to the agglomeration of administrative functions but at a more subdued scale 

compared to Option One. Creating an administrative zone to cater for the demands of new government ministries 

is of high impetus within the Metropolis. 

5. Utility and other infrastructure demands for Administrative functions are not as huge as the requirements for 

Industry and commerce. 

6. The presence of the Bosomtwi Sam fishing habour also creates natural cultural/tourist attraction supporting the 

agenda of a heritage site for the European Town.  
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Demerits 

1. There is likely to be a security threat to the national Naval Office due to the likely influx of tourists. 

2. There is likely to be high tendency of traffic congestion within the administrative enclave which will be a nuisance 

to the residence of Sekondi. The existing road network at the area does not support the anticipated high volumes 

of traffic on the roads on daily basis and thus proposals towards upgrading the existing network must be 

considered. 

 

c. Chosen Option  

Weighing the two options on their merits and demerits, it can be established that Option 2 is a more viable concept to 

guide the growth/development of Sekondi sub-metro. From the evaluation, it can be concluded that: 

1. The benefits of option one [1] which focuses on creating an administrative hub is also embedded in option 2 which 

also has an added benefits associated with tourism. 

2. Most of the demerits of option one [1] with regards to the role of the fishing habour and the heritage site are 

resolved in option [2]. By creating a tourism/heritage site to complement the administrative sector the relevance 

the fishing habour and monumental structures are preserved. 

3. A demerits of option 2 which highlights on the possible security threat of the National Naval Command can be 

resolved by enhanced security presence within the heritage zone. 

4. The employment generation potential of the tourism sector in option two [2] cannot be overlooked. This has huge 

potential to support and boost the local economy within Sekondi. [i.e. trained tour guides, security, hospitality,  

cleaners, restaurants, supply of fish from the fishing habour, etc.] 
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7.0 DRAFT SUB-METRO PLAN 
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7.1 Draft Sub-Metro Plan 

As shown in figure 15, the Sekondi sub-metro is inter-connected to the rest of the sub-metros in the Metropolis 

via the main arterial roads and railway line. They are interdependent and hence, the draft plan is responsive to the 

strengths of each sub-metro.  

The Sekondi sub-metro plan is intended to enhance the growth of STMA by focusing on its strengths and areas 

where it benefits from comparative advantage rather than competing with the other three sub-metros for similar 

functions. The existing structure of Sekondi Sub-metro [see Figure 15] depicts an unsustainable use of prime lands 

for government offices. The decay of historic buildings and most importantly, the insecurity of the prisons within 

the core of the Sekondi are addressed. Figures 16, 17 and 18 shows the expected growth of the sub-metro within 

the short to medium and long term. 

The structure of the sub-metro doesn’t change within the short term. However, by the end of the plan period, the 

sub-metro will experience a relative change in its spatial structure [i.e. the heritage site, extended administrative 

zone]. 
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7.1.1 Proposals for Growth of the Commerce  

 a.  Existing Context 

1. The Sekondi market is at the verge of a breakdown with weak infrastructure. The market is characterized 

by congestion [i.e. traders, customers and terminal operators] 

2. The response to lack of space in the market is the proliferation of unauthorized satellite market at 

European Town and the overspill of trading activities on the beach road and other linking access roads. 

3. The imminent expansion of the Takoradi Port towards the Naval Base presents an opportunity for jobs and 

employment for skilled labour. 

4. There has been no allocation of space within the removing of the sub-metro for informal commercial 

activities resulting in the upsurge of second hand trading points at unauthorized locations. 

 

b.  Proposed Interventions for the Economic Upliftment  

1. The economy of Sekondi will be boosted by the Takoradi Port expansion all the way from Nkotompo to 

the Sekondi Naval Base. The complementing industrial establishment along the coastal stretch will 

enhance every aspect of the local economy through employment, trade, housing, recreation, etc. Figure 

19 shows the plan for land reclamation for the Takoradi Port expansion. 

2. The Sekondi Market as well as the lorry terminal must be rehabilitated to meet the current demand as well 

as future demands for space in the market [See Figure 19]. 

3. There must be framework to re-zone and acquire adjoining mixed used properties around the market for 

expansion of the market on an incremental basis over the plan period as shown in Figure 19. 

4. Space should be allocated within the sub-metro to consolidate all second-hand traders as a means of 

achieving a more organized urban space [See Figure 19]. 
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7.1.2 Proposals for the Growth of the Administrative Zone 

 a. Existing Context 

1. Existing government offices within the administrative zone are defunct and largely underutilized [i.e. the 

Department of Urban Roads, the Public Works Department and Waste Management Department. 

2. The location of the Sekondi Central Prisons is in conflict with the growing administration and mixed 

commercial-residential zone [see figure 20a and 20b]. 

3. The duplication of government offices within the Metropolis defeats the concept of agglomeration of land 

use functions with its attendant problems of avoidable traffic in the metropolis. 

4. There is a growing concern for land availability within the Metropolis for administrative use functions and 

the need to increase land supply within prime areas in the sub-metro and the metropolis at large. 

 

 b. Proposals for An administrative Zone 

1. The Sekondi Prisons must be relocated to increase land supply for the administrative related functions 

2. Construct a multi storey office complex to accommodate all government offices [i.e. Department of Urban 

Roads, Waste Management Department, etc. as well as other offices located in Takoradi] operating within 

that enclave. This will increase land supply and lead to a more intensive use of prime land.  

3. The Assembly must collaborate with the utility service providers to ensure that complementary service 

lines for water, electricity, sewage, drains and telephone cables are adequately connected to the site in 

support of future investments in the proposed administrative enclave. 

within the short term. 
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4. The construction of a multi-storey carpark within the enclave is a necessity for the success of the 

administration zone as high traffic and parking needs will be required. Again, the activities of the Gyandu 

Park could also benefit from the carpark and increase revenue for the Assembly [see Figure 21]. 

5. The relocated prisons and staff quarters should be rezoned as part of the administrative zone as land banks 

for future investments in terms of administration and allied services/facilities. 
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7.1.3 Proposals for the Residential upgrading and Urban Consolidation 

 a. Existing Context  

1. The low income communities in the Sub-Metro (especially those along the coastal stretch) are developing 

into slums. These communities are plagued by sanitation challenges, limited or no improved access roads, 

no drains, inadequate public toilet facilities, etc [see figure 22]. 

2. The growth of Bakado as a community is limited by the railway lines thus, the lateral expansion of the 

community is obstructed. The challenge is that the reservation of the railway lines need to be clearly 

marked and safeguarded by potential encroachment resulting from the expansion of the community. 

3. There are some vacant lands within the already built up areas especially the areas opposite the Effia-

Nkwanta Regional hospital. These areas can be intensified with high rise residential apartments. 

4. The growing slum adjacent the Sekondi railway station is a potential threat to the security and 

environmental quality of Sekondi. The area is largely made up of migrant fishermen, traders and 

unemployed or underemployed youth. 

 

b. Proposals for Housing Improvement 

1. City-wide slum upgrading. This is targeted at providing a socio-economic interventions especially in 

providing economic stability to the local inhabitants to improve on their standard of living. The activities 

of City-wide Slum Upgrading Fund [CSUF] directly fits into any upgrading scheme within the Metropolis.  

2. The slum adjacent the Railway must be demolished. The areas should then be converted into a public open 

area. 

3. In-filling of all low housing density areas especially at areas opposite the Effia-Nkwanta Regional Hospital 

and the Sekondi/Ketan Ridge. High rise buildings are proposed to intensify the use of the land as well as 
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reducing the cost of providing utility services as opposed to the lateral expansion of the metropolis [see 

figure 23]. 

4. An area should be acquired within the Essikado-Ketan Area to build decent, affordable housing for the 

Police service with the option of relocating the police barracks at ‘Komfo Ase’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



FIG. 23 - SEKONDI SUB METRO - URBAN CONSOLIDATION
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7.1.4 Proposals for Enhanced Infrastructure and Social Services  

 a. Existing Context  

1. There have been efforts by the Assembly to improve the quality and quantity of some educational and 

health facilities within the Sekondi Sub-metro. However, the situation [leaking roofs, cracked walls, dirty 

walls, weak and broken down chairs, etc.] in some public schools are not ideal for enhance teaching and 

learning. 

2. A number of public school parks are just basic open areas with no ancillary facilities. These parks are 

characterized with weeds and stagnant water. 

3. Basic infrastructure especially water supply remains a major challenge even for domestic consumption. 

The anticipated growth in the Sub-Metro and Metropolis at large will require complimentary improvement 

in domestic water supply as well as in commercial proportions.[see figure 24] 

4. There is an imbalance in the spatial distribution of health care facilities in the Sub-Metro in terms of 

quantity and quality of service. 

 

b. Proposals for Enhanced Infrastructure and Social Services 

1. Health care delivery in the metropolis should be improved. Effia-Nkwanta regional hospital must be 

upgraded into a Teaching Hospital. General quality of health must be improved in all government facilities 

to improve health care in the sub-metro. [see figure 25] 

2. There should be general improvement in health care delivery in terms of the adequate and qualified 

personnel as well as accommodation for nurses and doctors.  
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3. Strategic measures should be taken to upgrade most of the public schools in the sub-metro. Some p 

require new roofs, wall painting as well as tables and chairs to facilitate teaching and learning. [see figure 

26]. 

4. There is the need to upgrade all selected public school parks to transform them into community multi-

purpose parks to improve sports and leisure and also foster social cohesion within the sub-metro. 

5. Electricity supply for the domestic use should be improved across all areas of the Sub-Metro. Most 

importantly, GPHA should collaborate with ECG to estimate the anticipated load requirement for Industrial 

Estate – which according to the GPHA will be developed within the plan period. [see figure 27] 
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7.1.6 Proposals for Waste Management 

 a. Existing Context  

1. Managing waste is a challenge in the sub-metro at all level [i.e. collection, transportation and 

storage]. Skip containers that service the areas without house to house refuse collection are 

inadequate. As a result, delays in the refuse collection leads to the overflow of waste unto open 

areas which often times end up in drains. 

2. Public toilet facilities are inadequate especially for low income communities such as Essaman, 

Ekuase, Nkotompo and Bakakyir. As a result, local residents resort to open defecation along the 

beach fronts. 

 

b. Proposals for Improved Waste Management 

1. The Assembly should device more efficient means of refuse collection. Another waste management 

company, can be contracted to augment the efforts of JSO to improve collection times for waste 

generated within low income communities and the Sekondi Market. 

2. Public toilet facilities should be constructed for the low income communities such as Essaman, 

Ekuase and Nkotompo. 

3. Adequate communal skip containers should be provided within the low income communities to 

prevent the challenge of refuse overspill.  

4. House to House refuse collection should be extended to other deprived communities in the sub-

metro with improved accessibility. 

5. Periodic stakeholder meetings must be organized to address emerging issues of concern between 

residents, the Assembly and Contracted refuse collectors. This can also enhance the evaluation of 

any intervention in waste management undertaken by the assembly. 
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7.1.7 Proposals for an Organized Informal Economy 

 a. Existing Context  

1. No spatial allocations were made to incorporate the informal sector into the planning schemes of the Sub-

Metro. The resultant implication is the proliferation of such activities at unauthorized locations in the 

Metropolis. 

2. Due to the unorganized nature of the informal sector, revenue mobilization is a challenge for the Sekondi 

Sub-metro. 

3. There are no facilities/services provided by the Assembly to support the informal sector.  

 

b. Proposals for an Organized Informal Economy 

1. There should be a framework to integrate the informal sector into the overall planning and management 

of the sub-metro as a means to organize space in the most efficient manner and also maximize revenue 

for the sub-metro. 

2. The identified informal activities operating on unauthorized locations should be consolidated at the site 

for the Sekondi Kokompe. This should be complemented with certain basic services such as public toilets, 

improved access roads, drains, water and electricity to suit the scale of the Sekondi Kokompe [see Figure 

28]. 

3. The site for the wood workshop at Sekondi, close to the “Enam Ase” roundabout should be improved to 

accommodate other woodworkers operating anywhere as well as those who will require space for similar 

activities [see Figure 28]. 

4. An appropriate site along the Fijai By-pass should be allocated to second hand traders to formalize their 

activities and help the assembly to manage their growth efficiently [see figure 28]. 
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FIG. 28 - SEKONDI SUB METRO - PROPOSALS FOR THE INFORMAL ECONOMY
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5. Collaboration between the leadership of the Sekondi Kokompe, Woodworkers and second traders should 

be more formalized to address growing concerns of the informal sector on a more practical and efficient 

manner. 
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7.1.8 Proposals for Improved Leisure and Tourism 

 a. Existing Context  

1. Existing catchment area of the Essei Lagoon is under threat. The reservation is gradually being taken over 

2. There are no properly developed leisure facilities in the Sub-Metro. Gyandu Park is now a death trap though 

it is the main sporting facility for the sub-metro. 

3. Existing public/neighborhood parks are not developed. As a result, these parks are the target points of 

parking for haulage tracks as well as the mechanics/fitting shops in the Sub-metro. 

4. The Essei lagoon has the potential to be transformed into a contemporary resort and a major revenue 

generator for the sub-metro. Though its current condition is far from the ideal with no revenue to the sub-

metro. 

5. The European town in Sekondi has now become a cluster of decaying colonial buildings. Migrant fishermen 

use most of these structures as temporal residence and storage yards for some fishing equipment’s. 

  

b. Proposals for Enhanced Improved Leisure and Tourism 

1. Establish a framework to pro-actively manage the conservation assets of the Metropolis – forts, historical 

sites, cemeteries, buildings of historical importance, ecological features, etc. 

2. The Essei Lagoon should be developed into modern leisure facility with complementing snack shops, 

3. Promote targeted provision of allied services and infrastructure especially in the hospitality industry and 

craft to support the growth of the sub metro as a heritage site. 

by encroachers [kiosks and containers]. [see figure 29a] 

seating areas, playgrounds, as well as entertainment center for night life [see figure 29b]. 
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4. Ensure the rehabilitation and efficient management of the Centre for National Cultural auditorium at Fijai 

to attract programmes and exhibition especially in cultural and creative art industry.   

5. The case for the construction of the Kwame Nkrumah Convention centre is more critical now to 

complement the administration zone and also create international attraction into the Metropolis for 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

conferencing and hospitality [see figure 30]. 
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7.1.9 Proposals for Policing and Security  

 a. Existing Context  

1. There are two [2] police stations in the sub-metro – the Sekondi police station and Adiembra police station. 

With growing population and the expansion of the Takoradi Port to engulf the coastline of Sekondi, the 

2. The police and naval barracks in the sub-metro are congested and inadequate to meet the accommodation 

needs of the current staff numbers. Congestions and residential extensions are a common sight in the 

police and navy quarters 

3. Low income areas such as Nkotompo, Essaman and Ekuase are without any form of Police presence. These 

areas will become priority security zone as a result of the port expansion project. The expansion works, 

according to authorities at GPHA, will engulf the entire coastal landscape from Nktotompo to Sekondi 

Naval Base. 

 

b. Proposals for Improved Security  

1. The security forces including Police and Navy should collaborate with the Assembly to identify areas for 

security accommodation especially within the Essikado-Ketan sub-metro. 

2. The construction of a police station at Nkotompo is critical to law enforcement to the coastal communities 

as well the proposed expansion of the anticipated industrial enclave being undertaken by Takoradi Port 

3. Police visibility through rapid patrols and check point barriers should be strengthened especially along the 

coastal areas of Sekondi [i.e. Nkotompo, Essaman, Ekuase, etc]. 

 

existing stations will inadequate for the plan period [see figure 31a]. 

[see Figure 31b] 
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7.1.10 Proposals for Improved Road Infrastructure  

 a. Existing Context  

1. Road network in Sekondi sub-metro within the residential communities are not in good shape. Areas like 

Adiembra, Kweikuma, Nkotompo, Esaman and Ekuase require surface improvements while other areas 

2. Some of the major drainage channels that feed into the Sekondi sub-metro are Unengineered  

3. The rehabilitated railway lines are yet to start operation. However, the sector presents a good opportunity 

to diversify the transportation of heavy goods and free the roads from trucks carrying equipment’s/goods 

that could be transported by rail.  

    

b. Proposals for Improved Road Infrastructure  

a. Some residential neighborhoods in the sub-metro [Adiembra, Kweikuma, Bakakyir, Nkotompo, Ekuase and 

Esaman require general road improvements. 

b. A number of road improvement projects have been outlined by the DUR to improve vehicular movement 

in the sub-metro. Key projects include: 

i. Dualisation of the STMA Road  

ii. Rehabilitation of the Sekondi to Secko Road 

iii. Kweikuma drains improvement 

c. STMA road should be upgraded into a Bus Rapid Transit route to encourage mass transportation. This 

aimed at reducing the reliance on Taxis as major means of transport in the sub-metro. 

d. The incoming of the Industrial Port Zone at Sekondi should also be complemented by a rail network to 

support the transportation of heavy duty machines and goods to and from the port. 

 

will require construction of new links [figure 32]. 
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8.1 Priority Action Areas for Implementation 

8.1.1 Priority Action Areas for Implementation [1 to 3 years] 

The following are the schedule of activities that must be undertaken within the short term of plan 

implementation. 

 

The development of the administrative zone is hinged on a number of interventions including: 

i. Relocate the Sekondi prisons facilities [both male and female] as well as the prison quarters to Essikado-

Ketan sub-metro. 

 

ii. Relocation of the waste management and mechanic yard  

 

iii. Provision of adequate site and services to support the anticipated administrative requirements. 

 

iv. Construct Multi storey offices with adequate floor space to absorb the Department of Urban Roads, Lands 

Commission, etc. 

 

v. Secure land banks with adequate infrastructure [utilities] to attract investors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Development of an organized administrative zone [Figure 33a, 33b and 33c] 
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FIG. 33a - ADMINISTRATION AREA MAP OF SEKONDI SUB-METRO
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Sample Illustrations of Multi-Storey Office Complex 
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Sample Illustrations of Multi-Storey Car Park 
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as well as that future demand. Efforts at improving the market facility should be geared towards. 

 

ii. Remodeling of the internal space of the market to optimize the available space to absorb more traders. 

Also some existing structures [market sheds, toilet/urinals, stalls, etc.] to improve the quality of commerce 

in the market. 

 

iii. Areas around the existing market will have to be zoned and acquired by the assembly to expand the 

market beyond its current capacity. This can be achieved in the medium to long term of plan 

implementation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Upgrade and expand the Sekondi market [34a- 34b] 

i. The current capacity of the Sekondi market is low and cannot meet the current demand for market space 
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ii. The colonial buildings at European town must be identified and marked by the Sub-metro officials and 

listed as buildings of architectural and historic interests. 

Conditions of Some Heritage Buildings at European Town 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

iii. The sub-metro office, town planning department, ministry of tourism in collaboration with the owners of 

the structures and relevant stakeholders will have to collaborate and set guidelines for the preservation 

of the structures. 

iv. Standards and procedures must be outlined to guide any future alterations of the structures for reuse by 

any Organisation or individual [i.e. bank, restaurant, private offices, etc.]. 

v. Squatters located behind the heritage zones are a threat to the implementation and hence must be 

consulted with the appropriate stakeholders to discuss the plan of action for the heritage zone. The 

stakeholder consultations will determine where amicable solutions on voluntary resettlement or 

compensation must be applied. These areas will add on to the land banks for the construction of 

supporting facilities within the heritage zone.  

c. Development of European town into a Heritage Site [Figure 35a, 35b and 35c] 

i. The heritage of the Sekondi European town should be preserved and further enhanced.  
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d.  The development of Public Parks [Figure 36] 

A number of public parks must be upgraded within the short term. The Sekondi Gyandu park which is 

second largest sporting facility in the entire Metropolis requires a wholistic upgrade.  

Five other public parks requiring upgrading include Nkotompo School park, Kweikuma public park, Adiembra 

public park, Sekondi Red Park, Essaman park and Ekuasi community park. 

The Essel Lagoon also forms an integral component in promoting leisure in the Sekondi sub-metro. The plan 

is for the Essel lagoon to catchment to be preserved and transformed into a leisure facility within the short to 

medium term. 

 

 

Sample Illustration of functional public/Community Park 
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FIG. 36 - MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF PARKS IN SEKONDI SUB METRO
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Existing Sports Field 
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8.2 Institutional arrangement for plan implementation  

On the contrary, the Sekondi Sub-Metro is understaffed and lacks the technical skills to implement the sub-metro 

plans. The lack of and civil engineers mechanical engineers in the sub-metro structure is a gab that must be 

abridged to successfully implement the plan. The technical staff required include: spatial planners [2No.]; 

development planners [2No.]; mechanical engineers [2No.] and civil engineers [2No.]. In the short term, however, 

the sub-metro will have to rely on STMA to support them with the capacity to implement the plan. However, 

effective training and recruitment of the required staffing capacity will have to be met before the end of the plan 

period. Below is schedule of Activities for the short, medium and long term period of plan implementation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sub-Metro 
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Accounts Budget Audit Revenue 
Physical 
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The sub-metro organizational structure [Figure 37] is made up of 12 departments who oversee plan 

implementation, monitoring and revenue collection within the sub-metro.  

Figure 37: Organizational Structure of the Sekondi Sub-Metro
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8.2.1 Schedule of Activities for the Short Term [1 to 5 years] 

The following are the schedule of activities that should be undertaken within the first phase of the plan 

implementation. 

No. Schedule of Activities Lead Institution  
Supporting 

Institution 
Time Frame 

1 Build the capacity of  Sub-Metropolitan Units to efficiently 

implement and manage the sub-metro plans RCC 

Project 

Consultant/STMA/ 

Sub Metro Units 

2017 

2 Organize business and investment for a targeting the private 

sector to buy into the new development agenda for the Sekondi 

sub-metro. 

Project 

Consultant 

STMA/TCPD/ 

Traditional Council/ 

Private 

Stakeholders 

2017 

3 Acquire lands and Relocate the Sekondi Prisons to Essikado-Ketan 

sub-metro to increase the supply of prime land within the 

administrative zone at Sekondi 
STMA 

Ghana Prisons 

Service/ Lands 

Commission / 

Traditional Council 

2017 - 2020 

4 Relocate the Waste Management Department on to the Ketan 

Road. 
STMA 

Traditional Council/ 

Lands Commission 
2017 - 2018 

5 Construct new government offices to meet current office needs as 

well as future needs.  
Public/Private 

Developer 

STMA/ Private 

Investors/ project 

consultant/ SSNIT 

2018 - 2020 

6 Construct a multi storey car park at the new administrative capital 

to address the issue of public and private parking. 

Public/Private 

Developer 

STMA/ Sekondi Sub 

Metro/ 
2018 - 2020 

7 Fence off the banks of the Essel lagoon to protect the biodiversity 

and also prevent encroachment   EPA 

STMA/ Sub Metro/ 

Dep’t of Parks and 

Gardens 

2017 

8 Rehabilitate the existing Sekondi market to meet current and 

future demand for commercial space  STMA 

Sub Metro/ Market 

Leadership/ Utility 

Agencies  

2017 - 2020 

9 Sensitize residents and Naval Command on the vision of 

transforming Sekondi European Town into a heritage site. 
RCC 

STMA/ Sekondi Sub 

Metro/ Property 

Owners/ Residents/ 

Naval Command 

2017 

10 Old colonial structures at European Town should be listed as 

buildings of historical interest to the state  
Ministry of 

Tourism 

STMA/ Sekondi Sub 

Metro/ Naval 

Command/ 

Property Owners/ 

Residents 

2018 

11 Collaborate with relevant stakeholders to outline guidelines for 

future alterations for and reuse of the listed buildings 
Ministry of 

Tourism 

STMA/ Sekondi Sub 

Metro/ Naval 

Command/ 

Property Owners/ 

Residents 

2018 
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No. Schedule of Activities Lead Institution  
Supporting 

Institution 
Time Frame 

12 Upgrade all identified public school parks especially Sekondi 

Gyandu park into modern facilities  Parks and 

Gardens 

STMA/ Sekondi Sub 

Metro/ Parks and 

Gardens/ Private 

Investors 

2017 - 2019 

13 Collaborate with Utility agencies to expand utilities to the sub-

metro most especially to the administrative, market and heritage 

zones as well as the newly deprived areas within the sub-metro. 

GWCL 

ECG 

STMA/ Sekondi Sub 

Metro/ GWCL/ ECG  
2017 - 2030 

14 Targeted roads and drainage upgrading improvement all-round 

the sub-metro especially the administrative and heritage and sites. 
DUR STMA/ DUR 2017 - 2020 

15 Implement phase I of the Kwame Nkrumah Convention Centre   
Public/Private 

Developer  

STMA/ Sekondi 

Sub-Metro/ Project 

Consultant/ PPP 

2018 - 2020 

16 Completion of the Albert Bosomtwi Sam Fishing Harbour 

expansion project 

Ministry of 

Fisheries and 

Aquaculture 

Development 

STMA/ Sekondi 

Sub-Metro 
2017 

17 Establish and enforce effective development control measures to 

prevent unwarranted development especially within the 

administrative district as well land banks.  

Sub Metro 
STMA/ Ghana 

Police 
2017 - 2018 
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8.2.2 Schedule of Activities for the Medium Term [1 to 10 years] 

The following are the schedule of activities that should be undertaken within the second phase of the plan 

implementation. 

No. Schedule of Activities Lead Institution  
Supporting 

Institutions 
Time Frame 

1 

Collaborate with Utility agencies to improve the 

supply of utilities to the sub-metro most 

especially to the administrative, market and 

heritage zones 

ECG 

GWCL 

STMA/ Sekondi 

Sub-Metro/ 

Utility Agencies  
2017 - 2030 

2 

Acquire adjoining residential properties to be 

converted into up-market commercial centre in 

support of a growing Sekondi central market  STMA 

STMA/ Sekondi 

Sub Metro/ Land 

Lords/ 

Residents/ 

Tenants 

2025 

3 

Implement phase II of the Kwame Nkrumah 

Convention centre.   Public/Private 

Developer  

STMA/ Sekondi 

Sub-Metro/ 

Project 

Consultant 

2020 - 2025 

4 

Training and recruitment of technical staff to 

support the operations and mandate of the 

Sekondi sub-metro. 

RCC 

TCPD/ 

STMA/Sekondi 

Sub Metro 

2022 

5 

Expansion in the house to house waste 

collection within the sub-metro 

Waste 

Department 

STMA/ Sekondi 

Sub-Metro/ 

Waste 

Management 

Dept/ Private 

Waste Collectors 

2018 - 2020 

6 
Commence the development of Essel lagoon 

recreational park 

Private 

Developer  

STMA/SSNIT/PPP 
2022 

7 

Targeted refurbishment of Heritage buildings 

at European Town [refer to Figure 16a and 16b] Ministry of 

Tourism 

STMA/ Sekondi 

Sub-Metro/ 

Naval Command/ 

property owners 

2022 

8 
Surface Improvement of arterial and access 

roads in the Sub-metro. 
DUR 

STMA/ DUR  
2020 - 2025 
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8.2.3 Schedule of Activities for the Long Term [1 to 20 years] 

The following are the schedule of activities that should be undertaken within the third phase of the plan 

implementation. 

No. Schedule of Activities 
Lead 

Institution 
Responsibilities Time Frame 

1 Completion full scale Kwame Nkrumah 

Convention Centre  

Private 

Developer 

STMA/ PPP/ 

Sekondi Sub-Metro  
2025 - 2030 

2 Development of Support facilities [Shopping 

arcade and entertainment within the 

administrative zones to boost administrate 

functions and leisure 

Public and 

Private 

Developers  

Project Consultant/ 

STMA/ Sekondi 

Sub-Metro 
2025 - 2030 

3 Enhanced capacity of the Sekondi sub-metro to 

deal with plan implementation challenges and 

monitoring of projects. 

STMA RCC/ TCPD/ 

Sekondi Sub-Metro 2025 – 2030 

4 All major road infrastructure enhanced and 

internal access to residential communities 

resurfaced [refer to Figure 19] 

DUR STMA/ Utility 

Agencies/ Sekondi 

Sub-Metro 

2030 

5 Investment fora to highlight the development 

prospects of the sub-metro to attract investors.  

STMA PPP/ Project 

Consultant/ TCPD/ 

Security forces 

2025 - 2030 

6 Effective collaboration with all stakeholders 

including the private sector towards plan 

management  

STMA Sub Metro 

Planning 

Unit/Assembly 

Men/ Utility 

Agencies/ Security 

Forces 

2025 - 2030 

7 Phase II of the Sekondi central market expansion  

[refer to Figure 15] 

STMA STMA/ Sekondi 

Sub-Metro/ Market 

leadership/ Land 

Lords/ Utility 

Agencies 

2025 - 2030 

8 Revision of the Sub-Metro plan to identify and 

address development challenges arising from 

plan implementation. 

Sub-Metro STMA/ Assembly 

Men/ Utility 

Agencies/ Security 

Forces 

2030 

 


